


The White Snow Judgment Between the Witness ...
Now, tell me about Dunga is affair. Well, sir, he can
not speak. 

-Silence Master, he will write his version of the facts.
Dunga picked up a magic pencil that turned all
writing into speech and began writing on tree leaves: 

It all started when Snow White invaded our house, we
arrived from work, as always singing the same song,
but nobody notices my unhappiness for not knowing
how to sing, I prefer not to know, every day the same
song, for love, but arriving at home we came across it
all tidy, that's why we hate to tidy up, but so far
everything is fine, a cleaner every now and then is
good, but worse, she put several dirty animals in our
house.

-This is a lie, Judge. Snow White screamed, and before
she could finish, the judge said, Order one more word
and you´ll be taken out of this room. And you Dunga
can continue please. 



Well, the animals might not even be dirty, but they are
still wild, where animals have already been enslaved
to clean our house, the DAFE, the Protection of the
Animals of the Enchanted Forest can arrest her at any
moment.

Good boy, Dunga, you may continue, I'm already aware
of the crimes committed by Snow White. 

We go up to the bedroom, when we came across a
giant woman, that's right, everyone thinks we're
small, but the rest of the village is overgrown, that's
because they're cursed by the Witch.

Dunga walks too much with Angry Mr. Judge, he's
already going crazy! -Crazy is your Grandmother! Then
said the master, Well, it's Angry, our grandmother,
because we're from the same family. 

Laughter and more laughter echoed through the
woods, which had been quiet, but after this joke, not
only did the five dwarfs burst into laughter



but all the animals there were laughing, and as usual
the judge again asked silence and the Dunga
continued writing.

As I had already said, Snow White was sleeping on
four beds, it was not mine, luckily, she passed me the
Witch spell or that cleaning mania. But on some of
the beds there were squirrel is coconuts. 

-I protest Snow White screamed, and before she could
finish she was once again stopped by the Judge. 

-Silence Snow White, and proceed with the facts
Dunga But even so Snow White said: That's not a
squirrel's coconut, it's a nut, I made a pie with them
for you. 

- What do you mean, chestnut pie? I prefer apple pie
Little did he know that Apples and Snow White did not
quite fit together. 



I do not know why Happy, but I never liked apples.

Okay, the ice-colored girl, you can be quiet now. Said
Angry one more time unpatiently 

After all that, Snow White blackmailed us, she made a
soup on our stove with our leaves, and she said we
could only eat after we bathed, who swims on Friday?
Wait for Saturday at least.

This Snow White thinks we're kids, she wants to rule
our lives. That's why I never got married. Our Angry
One, Atchim, I thought it was because not one of your
own, Atchim, a girlfriend would curb your temper. 

Pay attention, maybe White can not be let go and live
in our house. She spoke happily as she listened to the
words of Zangado and Atchim. 

I do not know, Dengoso said. If we needed a maid, we'd
hired him. 



Actually, we work in a diamond mine, we have money
to buy a castle, who could hire a maid.

After Master finished speaking, Dunga continued: 

So we had to sleep in the kitchen, all because Snow
White slept in our beds, and as if that were not
enough we had to work in pain the next day. 

-Already, Dunga gave, Snow White is entitled to the
word? The judge said 

-I just want to make it clear that who should be
arrested was my stepmother, because I had to flee
her 

But how did you end up at the Seven Dwarfs house?
The judge said, and Snow White answered: 

After I ran away from a Hunter who was paid to kill
me. 



-Or, well, well, you think you can fool me, just like you
did with Harry. The Clara de Neve, Egg White this is
not a fairy tale here.

Yes, Angry, you believe in Witch but you do not believe
in Hunter. 

Snow White cried like any other spoiled child who had
lived like a princess in the castle for years and more
years. 

I came across various animals, they took me to your
house, where I spent the day cleaning and cooking,
and all this for nothing, and now they're condemning
me for fixing that mess. Who should have been here in
my place, was the Hunter and My Stepmother. It was
then that the Judge realized that Snow White had not
committed any serious crime. 

After Snow White was released, she returned to the
House of Seven



and her stepmother, also known as Witch, made a
potion of beauty, just to keep everything on top, since
in the enchanted stories there is no botox and plastic
surgery , and with that ended up running away before
even being able to poison Snow White with the Apple.

But she, who was not a beast or anything, went after
the Prince Charming, who in the original story
appears from there I do not know where, who kisses a
dead princess, and the best lives in a castle behind
the clouds and no one knows his name. Yes, it's true
love. 

And Snow White without an apple, She did not know
his Prince Charming, but continued to live in the
house of the Seven, even though some did not
workship the presence of so many animals, much
less hers. 

Author: It was the Angry man that forced me to write
that last sentence. 


